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ABSTRACT 
Modular multilevel converter based high voltage 

direct current (MMC-HVDC) technology has been the 
preferred choice for integration of renewable energy due 
to its advantages in power control and transmission loss 
etc. This paper focused on single-line-to-ground (SLG) 
and three phases to ground fault at valve bottom of 
MMC station. Theoretical analysis of variation of AC 
voltage and current of MMC-HVDC, DC voltage and 
current, and neutral to ground current of transformer 
after fault occurred were conducted. Characteristics of 
MMC-HVDC system with fault at bottom of the valve 
were summarized. The theoretical analysis was verified 
by simulation examples. The work in this paper laid 
foundation for configuration of converter protection in 
MMC-HVDC project, thus had important engineering 
significance in renewable energy integration process.  
 
Keywords: flexible DC transmission, modular multilevel 
converter (MMC), valve bottom fault, fault characteristic 
analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Facing the increasingly severe environmental 

problems, renewable energy, including wind and solar 
power, has been widely applied in power grid. Voltage 
source converter based high voltage direct current (VSC-
HVDC) technology has shown extensive attraction in 
renewable energy integration due to its inherent 
advantages in power control and black-start 
condition[1,2]. And as the most attractive topology of VSC-
HVDC, modular multilevel converter (MMC), designed in 

module, has given its excellent performance in practice, 
including its high efficiency and low harmonic content [3]. 

Relay protection configuration is an important 
guarantee for steady operation of MMC-HVDC[4], which 
relies on fault characteristic analysis. Recently, lots of 
researches have been done about fault characteristic 
analysis. In terms of fault at AC side of MMC-HVDC, its 
characteristics were studied in [5], and fault ride through 
strategy of MMC-HVDC towards AC fault was given in [6]. 
Regarding DC fault, factors that can affect feature of DC 
fault was analyzed in [7]. As for sub-module fault, fault 
diagnosis and tolerant control solution was proposed in 
[8]. Besides, about the short-circuit fault at bridge arm, 
protection strategy was studied in [9]. 

So far, a series of researches have been carried out 
around the fault at AC side, DC side, sub-module and 
bridge arm. However, analysis aimed at fault at valve 
bottom of converter hasn’t been fully studied. In this 
paper, characteristic analysis on behavior of MMC-HVDC 
was derived, with single-line-to-ground (SLG) and three 
phases to ground fault at valve bottom of converter. 
Then, theoretical analysis was verified through 
simulation in PSCAD. The results in this paper can provide 
theoretical basis to configuration of converter protection 
in MMC-HVDC project, which will benefit renewable 
energy integration a lot.  

2. STRUCTURE OF MMC-HVDC  

Fig 1 shows typical structure of MMC-HVDC system, 
where uci (i=1,2) is output AC voltage of MMCi, Pi+jQi and 
isi represent power and current flowing through PCCi 
respectively. Rg is grounding resistance of transformer 
with large value, and Ni is neutral point of transformer at 
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MMCi side. Udp, Udn denote positive pole to ground 
voltage and negative pole to ground voltage, and Udci 

denotes DC pole to pole voltage. idp, idn represent positive 
polar current and negative polar current.  
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Fig 1 Diagram of MMC-HVDC system 

3. CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS WITH SLG FAULT AT 
VALVE BOTTOM OF CONVERTER  

In the following section, the analysis on behavior of 
system with SLG fault at fault point in Fig 1, will be given 
theoretically.  

3.1 Analysis on behavior of MMC2 

After SLG fault occurred, phasor diagram of output 
AC voltage of MMC2 is shown in Fig 2, where 

c2_ ( a,b,c)jU j = and c2_ ( a,b,c)jU j = denote three-phase 

output voltage of MMC2 in pre-fault condition and post-
fault condition respectively, while N2U and N2U   denote 

neutral point voltage of transformer at MMC2 side in pre-
fault condition and post-fault condition respectively, and 

c2_ca c2_bc c2_ab, ,U U U    denote line voltages after fault.  
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Fig 2 Phasor diagram of AC voltage of MMC2 

From Fig 2, it can be seen that in normal condition, 
N2 is considered to be potential reference point, which 
implies that N2U  is zero, while after fault, ignoring 

voltage drop of arm bridge inductance, c2_aU   will drop 

to zero, resulting that N2U   can be represented as 

follow: N2 c2_aU U  − , and that c2_bU   and c2_cU   will 

become line voltages. By contrast, amplitudes and 
phases of output line voltages of MMC2 will remain 
approximately constant after fault, resulting that is2 will 
remain approximately same as that in normal condition. 
Thus, the behavior of MMC2 with SLG fault at valve 
bottom of converter is similar with that in situation 
where SLG fault occurs at AC side of converter, which has 
been studied in [5]. 

When system operates at normal situation, where N2 
is considered to be potential reference point, Udp, Udn can 
be kept at Udcref/2 and-Udcref/2 respectively. However, 
after SLG fault, N2U   can be represented as follow: 

N2 c2_aU U  − , which has been stated above. Thus, Udp, Udn 

can be derived by (1).  

dp dcref c2_a

dn dcref c2_a

= 2

= 2

U U U

U U U

 −


− −
           (1) 

Equation (1) implies that after SLG fault, Udp, Udn will 
fluctuate in sinusoidal waveform with DC bias 
component, resulting that after fault, Udc=Udp-Udn can 
keep approximately constant compared with that in pre-
fault condition.  

3.2 Analysis on behavior of MMC1 

To analyze behavior of output AC voltage of MMC1, 
two equations shown in (2) and (3), are derived from two 
perspectives of DC and AC system.  
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From the perspective of DC system, output AC 
voltage of MMC1 can be derived by (2), when ignoring 
voltage drop of bridge arm inductance.  

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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  − = − − − = −

  − = − − − = − a
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where c1_ ( a,b,c)jU j = and c1_ ( a,b,c)jU j = denote output 

three-phase voltage of MMC1 in pre-fault condition and 

post-fault condition respectively, while ap_a1 ap_b1 ap_c1, ,U U U  

denote arm voltage of three phases that MMC1 

generates, and ap_a2U  denote arm voltage of phase a that 

MMC2 generates.  
And from the perspective of AC system, output AC 

voltage of MMC1 can be represented by (3).  

c1_a c1_a N1

c1_b c1_b N1

c1_c c1_c N1

U U U

U U U

U U U

  = +


 = +
  = +

              (3) 

Where N1U  denotes neutral point voltage of 

transformer at MMC1 side in post-fault condition.  
By comparing equation (2) and (3), N1U   can be 

represented as follow: N1 c2_aU U  − . Based on analysis 

above, phasor diagram of output AC voltage of MMC1 

can be presented by Fig 3, where c1_ca c1_bc c1_ab, ,U U U    

denote output line voltages of MMC1 after fault.  
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Fig 3 Phasor diagram of AC voltage of MMC1 

From Fig 3, it can be concluded that output phase 
voltage of MMC1 is no longer symmetrical, while line 
voltages under fault condition, can remain 
approximately same as that in normal condition.  

In normal condition, d-q components of output 
phase voltage of MMC1 can be represented by (4), where 
P denotes Park's transformation matrix. 

c1_d c1_a

c1_q c1_b

1_ 0 c1_cc

U U

U P U

U U

   
   

=   
   
   

                (4) 

As for the post-fault condition, combining (3) and (4), 
d-q components of output phase voltage of MMC1 can be 
represented by (5).  

c1_d c1_d N1 c1_d

c1_q c1_q N1 c1_q

1_ 0 1_ 0 N1 1_ 0 N1

0

+ + 0

c c c

U U U U

U U P U U

U U U U U

         
         = =        
                

       (5) 

From (5), it can be seen that d-q components of 
output voltage of MMC1 can remain same as that in pre-
fault condition.  

Based on d-q coordinate system, the active power 
and reactive power injected in MMC1, can be 
represented by (6)[10].  

( )

( )

1 c1d s1d c1q s1q

1 c1d s1q c1q s1d

3

2

3

2

P U I U I

Q U I U I


= +


 = − −


          (6) 

Where Is1d and Is1q denote d-q components of the 
current injected in MMC1. As MMC1 operates at active 
power control and reactive power control mode, after 
fault, P1 and Q1 in (6) will remain constant with the effect 
of controllers in MMC1. Meanwhile, as shown above, d-q 
components of output voltage of MMC1 U’c1d and U’c1q 
can also remain same as that in pre-fault condition. Thus, 
Is1d and Is1q in (6) will remain constant after fault, and it 
can be derived that current injected in MMC1 will remain 
same as that in normal condition, when SLG fault 
occurred.  

As for behavior of Udp, Udn at MMC1 side, it is same as 
that at MMC2 side, which has been shown in section 3.1.  

3.3 Analysis on behavior of DC system 

In terms of Udc, it will basically keep constant after 
fault, which has been analyzed in section 3.1.  

In the following subsection, current flowing through 
DC line will be analyzed. As the analysis above has stated, 
when fault occurred, neutral point voltage of two 
transformers connected with MMC1 and MMC2 
respectively will no longer equal to zero, so that short-
circuit current circuit can be established through fault 
point and both of neutral point of two transformers as 
shown in Fig 4. 
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Fig 4 Diagram of short circuit current after SLG fault 

Where ifault1 (ifault2) denotes current flowing into 
transformer connected with MMC1 (MMC2) through N1 

(N2), and ifault denotes current flowing into ground 
through short-circuit point.  
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According to cut-set in Fig 4 along with Kirchhoff’s 
current law, after fault, sum of idp and idn is not zero, but 
equal to ifault1, which is numerically equal to ratio of N1U   

to Rg. Thus, the smaller Rg at MMC1 side is, the larger 
deviation of sum of idp and idn from zero is, from which 
SLG fault at valve bottom of converter can be detected.  

4. CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS WITH THREE PHASES 
TO GROUND FAULT AT VALVE BOTTOM OF 
CONVERTER  

In the following section, the analysis on behavior of 
system with three phases to ground fault at fault point in 
Fig 1, will be given theoretically. 

4.1 Analysis on behavior of MMC2  

When MMC-HVDC operates in normal condition, 
positive pole to ground voltage at MMC2 side is Udcref/2. 
However, in initial stage after three phases to ground 
fault, as voltage of fault point will drop to zero and 
voltages of three phases upper bridge arm are different 
from each other at fault instant, to keep Udp_j(j=a,b,c) in 
same value, the sub-module capacitor in upper bridge 
arm will discharge quickly, which will generate short-
circuit impulse current in upper bridge arm. Thus, 
positive pole to ground voltage at MMC2 side will drop to 
zero after three phases to ground fault and remain 
approximately constant afterwards. 

Considering that DC voltage controller of MMC2 is set 
to control DC voltage at Udcref, sub-module capacitor in 
lower bridge arm will be charged by AC system. Thus, 
after fault, pole to pole voltage will attempt to recover to 
Udcref, while negative pole to ground voltage will 
gradually drop to -Udcref. 

As analyzed above, sub-module capacitor in lower 
bridge arm will be charged by AC system, thus, active 
power will be transmitted from AC system to MMC2, and 
magnitude of current injected in MMC2 will increase until 
the end of charging process of capacitor in lower bridge 
arm, so that magnitude of output phase voltage of MMC2 
will decrease at the beginning, and then increase with 
the end of charging process. 

4.2 Analysis on behavior of MMC1  

As for MMC1 side, to maintain balance of DC voltage 
at both MMC1 side and MMC2 side, in initial stage after 
three phases to ground fault, sub-module capacitor at 
MMC1 side will discharge through DC line, upper bridge 
arm of MMC2 and short circuit point, until DC voltage at 
MMC1 side is equal to DC voltage at MMC2 side, and then, 
sub-module capacitor at MMC1 side will get charged. 

Therefore, DC voltage at MMC1 side will gradually 
recover to Udcref, after a period of adjustment. 

Output AC voltage of MMC1, Uc1, can be represented 
by (7), where ndown denotes number of conducting sub-
module in lower bridge arm, and Uc denotes voltage of 
sub-module capacitor.  

c1 dn down cU U n U= +                (7) 

As analyzed above, after three phases to ground 
fault, Udn will drop from -Udcref/2 to -Udcref gradually, so it 
can be seen from (7) that output AC voltage of MMC1 will 
contain DC bias component, which is approximately    
-Udcref/2. And the magnitude of the AC current injected in 
MMC1 will increase until the end of charging process of 
sub-module capacitor at MMC1 side. 

4.3 Analysis on behavior of DC system  

The pole to pole voltage of dc system will drop 
quickly at fault instant, and recover to Udcref gradually 
under control of DC voltage controller at MMC2 side, 
which has been analyzed in section 4.1. 

To analyze DC current of MMC-HVDC, circuit of 
system after fault can be represented in Fig 5. 
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Fig 5 Diagram of short circuit current after three phases to 

ground fault 

Where ifault denotes current flowing into transformer 
connected with MMC1 through N1. 

After fault, magnitude of DC current will increase, 
until the end of charge-discharge process of sub-module 
capacitor. After fault, considering cut-set in Fig 5 along 
with Kirchhoff’s current law, sum of idp and idn is equal to 
ifault, which is numerically equal to ratio of DC bias 
component of AC voltage at MMC1 side to Rg at MMC1 
side. 

5. SIMULATIONS AND VALIDATION  

5.1 Case introduction  

To verify theoretical analysis above, model based on 
Fig 1 was built in PSCAD, the main parameters of which 
are given in Tab 1. Note that MMC1 operates at active 
power control and reactive power control mode, 
references of which are Pref=400MW and Qref1=0MVar, 
while MMC2 operates at DC voltage control and reactive 
power control mode, references of which are 
Udcref=400kV and Qref2=0MVar.  
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Tab 1 System parameters of MMC-HVDC 

Parameters Value 

Transformer capacity 480MVA 
Transformer ratio 525kV/200kV 

Transformer leakage inductance 0.15p.u. 
Transformer grounding resistance 1000Ω 

Number of SMs per arm 20 
Sub-module capacitor 3100μF 

Inductance of arm inductor 40mH 

5.2 Verification on analysis of behavior with SLG fault at 
valve bottom of converter 

MMC-HVDC operates in normal condition originally, 
while SLG fault at fault point in Fig 1 occurs at 1.1s. The 
behavior of AC voltage and current at MMC2 side is 
shown in Fig 6. As shown in Fig 6, after fault, output 
voltage of MMC2 of fault phase drops to zero, while 
voltages of other phases become line voltages, in the 
meantime, output line voltage of MMC2 and AC current 
injected in MMC2 will remain approximately same as that 
in pre-fault condition, which is consistent with the 
theoretical analysis in section 3.1.  
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Fig 6 AC variables at MMC2 side 
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Fig 7 upper and lower bridge arm currents of MMC2 
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Fig 8 AC variables at MMC1 side 
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Fig 10 Comparison between ifault1 and idp+idn 

The behavior of currents flowing through upper and 
lower bridge arm of MMC2 is shown in Fig 7. As shown in 
Fig 7, after fault, lower bridge arm of MMC2 will increase, 
while upper bridge arm of MMC2 will decrease, which 
should be considered in configuration of converter 
protection in MMC-HVDC project. 

The behavior of AC voltage and current at MMC1 side 
is shown in Fig 8. As shown in Fig 8, after fault, output 
phase voltage of MMC1 is no longer symmetrical, while 
output line voltage of MMC1 and current injected in 
MMC1 under fault condition can remain approximately 
same as that in pre-fault condition, which is consistent 
with analysis in section 3.2.  

The behavior of DC voltage of MMC-HVDC is shown 
in Fig 9, and comparison between ifault1 and idp+idn is 
shown in Fig 10. As shown in Fig 9, after fault, Udp, Udn 
will fluctuate in sinusoidal waveform with DC bias 
component, while after fault, Udc can keep 
approximately constant compared with that in pre-fault 
condition. As shown in Fig 10, after fault, sum of idp and 
idn is not zero, but equal to ifault1. The simulation results 
verify the theoretical analysis in section 3.  

The behaviors of active power flowing through PCC1 
and PCC2 are shown in Fig 11. As shown in Fig 11(a), after 
fault, active power flowing through PCC1 will keep 
constant, as MMC1 operates at active power control and 
reactive power control mode. As shown in Fig 11(b), after 
fault, active power flowing through PCC2 will drop to 
350MW. The difference between P1 and P2 mainly results 
from power loss on resistance of DC Line, power loss on 
transformers and power loss caused by effect that ifault1 
and ifault2 have on grounding resistance of transformer.  
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P
2
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Fig 11 Active power flowing through PCC1 and PCC2 

5.3 Verification on analysis of behavior under three 
phases to ground fault at valve bottom of converter 

MMC-HVDC operates in normal condition originally, 
while three phases to ground fault at fault point in Fig 1 
occurs at 1.1s.  

The behavior of currents flowing through upper and 
lower bridge arm of MMC2 is shown in Fig 12. As shown 
in Fig 12, the magnitude of the currents flowing through 
upper and lower bridge arm of MMC2 will increase to a 
high value at fault instant, which should be considered in 
configuration of converter protection in MMC-HVDC 
project. 

The behavior of AC voltage and current at MMC2 side 
is shown in Fig 13. As shown in Fig 13, after fault, 
magnitude of output phase voltage of MMC2 will 
decrease at the beginning, and then gradually increase, 
while magnitude of current injected in MMC2 will 
increase at the beginning, and gradually decrease, which 
is consistent with the theoretical analysis in section 4.1. 

The behavior of AC voltage and current at MMC1 side 
is shown in Fig 14. As shown in Fig 14, after fault, output 
AC voltage of MMC1 will contain DC bias component 
which is approximately -200kV, while magnitude of 
current injected in MMC1 will increase at the beginning, 
and gradually decrease, which is consistent with analysis 
in section 4.2.  

The behavior of DC voltage and current of MMC-
HVDC is shown in Fig 15 and Fig 16, and the current of 
transformer neutral point to ground at MMC1 side is 
shown in Fig 17. As shown in Fig 15, after fault, Udp will 
drop to zero at fault instant and remain approximately 
constant afterwards. Udn will drop from -200kV to -400kV 
gradually. And Udc will drop quickly at fault instant and 
attempt to recover to 400kV gradually. As shown in Fig 
16, in initial stage after fault, magnitude of idp and idn will 
increase firstly after fault, and gradually decrease. And 
comparing Fig 16 and Fig 17, sum of idp and idn is equal to 
ifault. The simulation results verify the theoretical analysis 
in section 4. 
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Fig 12 upper and lower bridge arm currents of MMC2 
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Fig 13 AC variables at MMC2 side 
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Fig 14 AC variables at MMC1 side 
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6. CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper, characteristic analysis on behavior of 

MMC-HVDC was investigated, with different types of 
fault at valve bottom of converter. The conclusion 
summarized from theoretical analysis can be expressed 
as below:  

Characteristics of behavior of MMC-HVDC under SLG 
fault can be summarized below: 

(1) After fault, output voltage of MMC2 at fault phase 
will drop to zero, while voltages of other phases become 
line voltages. Meanwhile, output line voltage of MMC2 
and AC current injected in MMC2 will be approximately 
same as that in pre-fault condition.  

(2) After fault, output phase voltage of MMC1 is no 
longer symmetrical, while line voltages and current at 
MMC1 side under fault condition can remain 
approximately same as that in pre-fault condition.  

(3) After fault, positive pole to ground voltage and 
negative pole to ground voltage will fluctuate in 
sinusoidal waveform with DC bias component, while DC 
voltage can basically keep constant. And the sum of 
currents flowing in positive pole line and negative pole 
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line is not zero, but equal to transformer neutral point to 
ground current at MMC1 side. The smaller neutral 
resistance of transformer at MMC1 side is, the larger 
deviation of sum of positive pole current and negative 
pole current from zero is, from which SLG fault at valve 
bottom of converter can be detected.  

(4) The active power transmitted by MMC-HVDC has 
a little change after SLG fault, which implies that SLG 
fault has a little effect on active power transmission of 
MMC-HVDC.  

Characteristics of behavior of MMC-HVDC under 
three phases to ground fault can be summarized below: 

(1) After fault, the magnitude of the currents flowing 
through upper and lower bridge arm of MMC2 will 
increase to a high value at fault instant, which should be 
considered in configuration of converter protection in 
MMC-HVDC project. 

(2) After fault, magnitude of output phase voltage of 
MMC2 will decrease at the beginning, and gradually 
increase, while magnitude of current injected in MMC2 
will increase at the beginning, which implies that 
overcurrent phenomena will happen during the fault 
period. 

(3) After fault, output AC voltage of MMC1 will 
contain DC bias component which is approximately     
-Udcref/2, while magnitude of current injected in MMC1 
will increase at the beginning, which implies that 
overcurrent phenomena will happen during the fault 
period.   

(4) After fault, positive pole to ground voltage will 
drop to zero quickly and remain approximately constant 
afterwards, and negative pole to ground voltage will 
drop from -Udcref/2 to -Udcref gradually, while DC voltage 
will drop quickly at fault instant and attempt to recover 
to the value of the normal condition gradually. And after 
fault, magnitude of DC current will increase firstly and 
gradually decrease.  

The research in this paper can provide theoretical 
basis to configuration of converter protection in MMC-
HVDC project, which will benefit renewable energy 
integration a lot. 
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